Membership Form
International Society for Fiction and Fictionality Studies (ISFFS/SIRFF)

* Required

1. Last name, first name (will appear in our online directory) *

2. Professional title (student, Ph.D., professor, independent scholar) – will appear in our online directory *

3. Academic affiliation (if applicable) – will appear in our online directory *

4. Postal address (will not be published) *

5. Telephone number (will not be published)

6. Email address *

7. Are you willing to include your e-mail address in the online directory? *

   Check all that apply:
   
   [ ] Yes
   [ ] No
8. **Field of research** *


9. **Image for website (optional)**

   *Mark only one oval.*

   - [ ] Photo, avatar, book cover, etc., sent to annebesson@free.fr
10. **Research interests (choose up to 8 keywords)** *

*Check all that apply.*

- “As if” / Comme si
- Aesthetics / Esthétique
- Anthropology / Anthropologie
- Autobiography / Autobiographie
- Beliefs / Croyance
- Biography / Biographie
- Characters / personnages
- Cinema / Cinéma
- Cognitive sciences / Sciences cognitives
- Comics, graphic novels, manga / Bandes dessinées, romans graphiques, manga
- Cosplay
- Documentary / Documentaire
- Emotions
- Evolution
- Fact and fiction / Fait et Fiction
- Factuality / Factualité
- Fiction and media / Fiction et média
- Games and Play / Jeux
- History / histoire
- Image
- Imitation
- Immersion
- Language and linguistics / Langue et linguistique
- Legal fictions / Fiction légale
- Learning from fiction / Apprendre par la fiction
- Make-believe / faire-semblant
- Musique
- Mythology / Mythologie
- Narratology / narratologie
- Non-fiction
- Novels / Romans
- Painting / Peinture
- Performing arts / Arts du spectacle
- Philosophy / Philosophie
- Photography / Photographie
- Possible worlds / Mondes possibles
- Psychoanalysis / Psychanalyse
- Psychology / Psychologie
11. Other information (optional) – relevant publications (to list on the website); links (personal webpage, CV)


12. Membership dues: levels *

*Mark only one oval.

- 30 euros (monthly income of more than 3000 euros)
- 20 euros (monthly income 2000 – 2999 euros)
- 15 euros (monthly income 1000 – 1999 euros)
- 10 euros (monthly income under 1000 euros)

13. Payment Method *

*Mark only one oval.

- Cheque (send to Charlotte Krauss, 2 rue Maurice Ravel, 86180 Buxerolles, France)
- Bank transfer (IBAN FR76 1010 7006 3300 1170 6416 839; BIC code BREDFRPPXXX)
- Secure credit card payment via Stripe (you will receive an email invoice from us with a payment link; small transaction fees apply)